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About This Game

Grab some friends and step up to the tee as you putt your way through nine unique and challenging holes in MiniGolf Mania!
We’ve designed the controls to be very user-friendly while giving you precise control over the speed and direction of your shots.

Providing hours of fun and entertainment for all ages, MiniGolf Mania is a great game at a great price!

Multiplayer:
MiniGolf Mania can be played solo or with up to four players locally. The game supports a single controller feature, so you don’t

need four controllers to play with four players.

The Course:
MiniGolf Mania has one arcade-themed course, featuring nice holes based on some of the classic arcade games including Air
Hockey, Skee Ball, Whack-a-Mole, and Pinball. These nine holes were meticulously designed and hand-crafted, each with a

unique layout and challenging obstacles.

The Power-Ups:
MiniGolf Mania also features six unique power-ups designed to spice up multiplayer gameplay:

•Fire – Leaves behind a trail of fire, launching any ball that touches it into the air.
•Ice – Leaves behind a trail of ice that causes any ball that rolls over it to slip and slide uncontrollably.

•Blast – Explodes immediately when used, flinging away any nearby objects.
•Weight – Makes your ball super heavy, making it immune to fire, ice, and blast effects.

•Jump – Catapults your ball into the air when used.
•Brake – Slows your ball down very quickly when used.
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Title: MiniGolf Mania
Genre: Casual, Sports
Developer:
Road Turtle Games
Publisher:
Axis Games
Release Date: 25 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32-Bit

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Fun game, but needs more courses.. Needs more holes. Only 9 so far. Physics seem a bit off. Almost as though the bumpers are
made of foam. The balls don't bounce off them far enough. Music and SFX were a bit obnoxious IMO. Other than that, I liked
it. For $3 its worth it.. This might be the best game EVER if you enjoy playing the SAME nine holes over and over again!.

Who needs variety, anyways?!. MiniGolf Mania plays and feels great. The controls are tight, the camera system works well,
the powerups are pretty fun, but there are only 9 holes right now (launch day; 3\/25\/16). I mean, what is here, is great. I am
excited to play some local co-op this weekend. There is no online multiplayer.

I played through the existing 9 holes twice in about half an hour, solo style. It is probably the best minigolf game I've played.

I am going to give this a thumb's up for being fun for a mere three bucks, BUT you need to be aware that while the
developers may add more holes, it very well could never happen. . are they going to come out with more courses or not cause it
would get really boring after playing the same map over and over again. Great game, alot of fun, great controls, great
camera. I only have two complaints. First, there is only one course, and secondly the camera likes to clip through the floor
now and then.. We liked it.
All of the controls are solid, and everything acts as expected. It was fun to play through as a family (local) and I suspect we
will play through quite a few times more before we're bored of it.

The only real downside is that there are only 9 holes, but the 9 holes are all very nice and for 2.99 (half of a trip to
Starbucks) I can't really complain. Hopefully there will be more holes added in the future. Even if they're 1.99 per 9 hole
DLC, I'd buy it.

Good work. Fun game.. definitely worth the money! controller support is flawless on my xbox one controller. It's fun but
needs some work still (March 2017).
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This game is so cool, the graphics are fantastic, better than golf with friends graphics, when golf with friends gets a course
creator this will alredy have one, cheap Cheap CHEAP, I could aford this when I had less than 10 dollars then got golf with
friends then got this, course creator is great even if it's a bit finicy. Overall this game is amazing, and it's only $2.99, so almost
anyone can buy it! If you have the money and you like minigolf you should get it, even if there are not many holes in the game
at the time you buy it. So get this game and play some minigolf!. Dead. Dev's don't update
jack\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Only nine holes at the moment which take about 20 minutes to beat. Solid
control system and worth the $3.

I look forward to more holes and a custom map editor that the developer has mentioned is on their to-do list.. 8 Minutes! That is
what this is! It's a reasonably well done 8 minutes! Controls well etc but it's way too short to justify the price tag of \u00a31.99!

Iv'e read other reviews and seen this described as a demo and I am enclined to agree.

Sorry but I can't recomend it because I do not think it is really a full game and don't think it should be sold as such!
. Pros:
-Pretty graphics
-Good physics
-Decent controls
-Good price for what it is

Cons:
-Not enough levels
-Some of the levels are extremely unfair if you don't follow the gimmick (like the one you need to jump in the wall then stop
before you fall off). I think if you essentially MUST trickshot to get a par at the most, that's just overkill, which goes into my
next con:
-No practice mode (Whenever I make a silly mistake I have to restart all over)
-Ball color keeps changing to a random color
-Course creator is ultra buggy. Things will disappear, things will refuse to delete\/be selected, so I constantly have to restart.
-CC has no essential tools, like standard walls? Copypasting the generic cube prop isn't very user friendly

Price is reasonable for the game as a whole, but there are plenty of better things i can do with that cash. I'd like to enjoy
multiplayer in this too, but I feel the same irritations will occur when playing with a buddy. If anyone is searching for a straight-
forward, forgiving, and chill golf\/putt game, I can't say this is it.

Edit: Appreciate the response. I would like to see this play a lot better, the fact it's still currently being updated is good.. Fun
game and plays well. Looking forward to getting some more courses!. This game is good and easily worth the 2 quid. Play in the
living room on the TV with friends. However gets dull quick without new courses and editor. With editor though will be great.
Can't wait to make some courses
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